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\1,, THE PROBLEM OF “TIRE SIZES l?OIlAI RFLANE WHEELS*
/[

By Franz Michael

INTRODUCTION

Several years ago the development of high-pressure “
tires seer,]edto have reached the stage where internef,ional
stailda.rllization of airplane tires and reheels was about to
be achieved. Now the sudden change to balloon or lovv-pres-
sure tires, brought about by the American experiments with
low-pressure tires, has brou~ht tilis development to a full
stop. Efforts at a te:ltative international staildard for
wheel hubs are under way, tO facilitate ajl Cxcilailge of
wheeis. 13ut any attempt at standardization of ‘wheels should
begin with the tires, because, after all, the shape of the
tire is of decisive importance for the design of wheels,
br?.kes and wheel hubs. .

For that reason it seems extremely timely to raise the
question of best tire sizes for airplane wheels. Specifi-
cally, it is appropriate to obtaii~ to a compreheilsive sur-
vey of the influence of different size tires on its quali-
ties in order to be better able to pass upon any proposed

) new desi~ns.

At the present time every country is eilgaged in de-
signing new tire series which, after all differ but little
from eac’h other in many respects.

On the lasis of experiments aild the~retical considera-
tions a proposal is made for a standard tire series for air-
plane wheels, without regard to existing standards. It is
only with an ideal classification, as it were, that a com-
parison with the, already existing staildard proposals has
any proper meaning.

v>. ,... .
_____________________________________________________ _____________________

* llZurFrage der Abmessungen veil Luftreifen ffir Flugzeuglau-
fr.!!der.11 Z. F. M., July 14, 1932, pp. 377-390.
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(mkg) energy absorption of tire loaded to
arbitrary deflection L .

,..

(mkg) energy absorption of tire loaded to
deflection Lg.

(mkg) energy absorption of a shock absorption

(cm)

(Cnl)
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(cm)

(cm2)

(cm 2,

(cm2)

(cm 2,

(cm)

(cm)

(cm)

system loaded to maximum elastic travel

‘~ ~“

width of tire, i.e. diameter of tire cross
section.

width of brake drum.

outside diameter of tire.

diameter of brake drum.

ground. pressure area of tire under arbitrarily
assumed wheel load; i.e. area of contact of
tire %y which the tearing pressure is
transmitted to a level supporting surface.

area of contact of tire approximated as
ellipse.

area of contact of tire when tire deflection
h = Le-

braki~g surface of wheel lrake, i.e. total
area of brake bands.

elastic travel of tire under arbitrary per-
pendicular loading of wheel axis.

. .
maximum travel -possible by air shock absorp-

tion, i.e. deflection of tire to the rim.

elastic travel under lo,ad, j..c:.travel under
static tire load,as result of airplane

,.

weight .
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corresuo~~dinz travel of shock absorber,
i,.e”~ Iandin{: :jee.];shock absorption ad-
ditive to that of tire.

;’1
;! h, (cxfl) height of otistacle.
,1:

(kg)

(kg )

(kg )

(yg)

(kg)

p, (atin.)

po, (atm. )

5s 50 s (atm. )

specific l)raking power of brake hailds of
wheel brake.

safe impact factor of tire, i.e. quotient
of tire loading when X = h
load (A ‘=~~). ~

and wheel

tire loading.

maximum peraissihle static load on tire
due to gross weight of airplane.

maximum loading of tire, i.e. when k= hg.

corresponding forces of the shock alsorher.

_braking action, i.e. force of’ Clecel.er,ation
transmitted to airplane with coinplete
braking of wi~eel.

air pressure of air-i.ilflated tire under
arbi.tra.ry deflection A.

inflatiOil pressure, also air pressure by
L = 0.,

absolute pressures (;=p+ l).

Ap=p - po, (atm. ) rise of air pressure under lo:idi.n:;of
tire with arbitrary wheel loads.

“Te
U==,,

b
coefficient for defininjg area of contact

approximated as eliipse,

V=AU ——_______ , form coefficient defining the load ab-
e - 0.03

i>> sorption....,.,,., ......,,-.

v, (m/s) rate of .rol.lin& of airplane at start of
first full brake action of a braked
landing.
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degree of utilization of brake drum area with
given brake ‘Oand arrangement.

relative width of hra.ke dr’~i~.

correction “fact.or.,for sid~wall stiffness of
tire to define the load absorption frow area
of contact and”air pressure in tire.

ratio of available. to maximum encr,gy of shock
absorption diagram.

coefficient for defining rise of air -pressure in
tire.

tire deflection due to arbitrary tire loailin< F.

. . .
tire deflection due to static load.i~g Fr.

maximum T)ossil)le tire deflection.
.. .

,.

,

tire deflection, at which the actual area of
conta”ct equals the contact area approximated
as ellipse.

-..

form ratio of a tire.

ELASTIC QUALITIES 0?? TIIWS FOR AIRFLANZ! THII13LS

The tire of an airplane wheei represents an eir tush-
ion within a rubberized fabric casing; The i.-nherent stiff-
ness of the rubber casing, compared with that of the cv.stom-
ary automobile tire of similar size, is very low. Conse-
quently it should be possible in simple fashion to determine
tke load absorption of an airplane tire of anY size wit~i
sufficient accuracy b;~ calculation frO1flt’he &iVell data on
,air volume and inflation pres”sure (initial air pressure i~J

iniler tube).

As basis ‘hereto, various load test series were to be
used. Proceeding from earlier ex~>erimental results we in-
troduce the following quantities as typical values Of an
airplane tire, that is, as independent variables:
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Tire width b, as criterion of tire size and of elastic
travel of,tire. ., ,.,.. -.

Form ratiO Cp = +.,. as criterion of the type of design.

Inflation pressure PO, as criterion of the change in
elast,ic properties (load ads-
orption for given tire size )

At the same time we express the elastic travel of the

wheel axis relative to a load as the ratio ~ = –j_ =

elastic travel and call it ~ltire d.eflection.l’————..———.-—-——— ,
tire tyidth

We began with loading experiments on a level sup:~ort-
ing surface, static in the compression press and dynamic
in the drop hammer. ..”

.

1. LOADING TESTS TO DETERXINE TXELOAD
ABSORPTION ON A LEVEL SUPPORTING SURFACE

Test Procedure

In order to gain an insight into the behavior of dif-
ferent tires it was necessary to make these tests with spe-
cial tires of widely varying form ratio; We had at our
disposal several tires with flat base rim of a German stan-
dard series and t“wo American low-pressure tires of the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, whose hubs also conformed
in design to the flat base rims of the high-pressure wheels.

( 1,300 x 300

1

4*33 1,270 X 318
\::;,.’;l,loo x 220 5.0 1,115 X 225..:1., 810 X 125‘i:,>),i, 6.48 800 X 126

~ 760 X 100
—.-——=. __::?__ L-:::.:::
mm X .03937 = inches

.,,...

4.0

1.

1; 3; 4; 5 S.od

4.95 1; 3; 4; 5
q,rd

6.35 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 qtrd
7.57 2; 3; 4 +,o~
..———— ———— -.————— -- —-
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The ta%le contai,ns the nominal as well as the actual
sizes defined by applying theusual inflation pressures,
and the inflation pressures t’nemselves. Accordiilgly the
farm ratio is given with respect to the nominal and to the
actual sizes. For all subsequent purp”oses only the actual
tire sizes are used as basis. Conformably to the appended
iaflz.tion pressures the exp~riments were exteilded to un-
us-da.llyhigh pressures on the low-pressure tire and to low
pi-essures on the high-pressure tire.

The loadings were applied as static loafi.swith differ-
ent inflation pressures up to touch-ing of the rim, in addi-
tion to drop tests in the iIVL 3-toil dro~~ hammer, from- diff-
erent iieigllts and with a given inflation pressure. The
drop weights were so ci~osen that, on impact, the tire prac-
ticall:~ deflected to the rim.

Area of contact with the supporting surface, air pres-
s-dre in tire, load on wheel and elastic travel mere defined
iil the static. tests. Owing to the su-Oor?Lin~te role of the
Stiff’i162SS of the tk.in protector of tile air::larle tires, the
data on the area of contact, obtained hy ir,~rint of the
blacke:led tire an chalk–covered paper, were of great ir.lpor-
tance. In the strict sense of the }?o~~. these cantact areas
are valid only for loading on a level, Lard, and compara-
tively smooth surface. The rate of lo?.din<,was approxima-
tely one minute per stage. From tlie measured- elastic trav-
el the tire deflection L relative to the actual tire widtil
was then determined. The dynamic tests were intended to
s’LFyly a dynamic diagram cox~ara-Dle tO the static shOck ab-
sorption diagram, so as to afford the percenta~e deviations
‘oetween both types of loading. In this manner the dynamic
qualities of. the tire are readily estimated. from a very ea~
ily determinable static diagram by corresponding perceiltaGed
additions.

Tb-e drop-haniner test yielded shock force and elastic
travel with respect to time, height of drop and rebound,
and, in several cases, the number of bounces up to coifiplete
rest position of hammer.

Results of Tests

In I’igure 1 the area of contact has beeil plotted
against tire “deflection A for all tires. It rises lin-
early for all tires up to about A = 0.5, z-zove “it, tie
tires with small fOri-,.l”,ratiO~ la~ beh.ind relative: ’to the,,,,

-’)
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straight rise, whereas the tire, with larse form ratio, as
the 760 X 100 size. for, exampl,e, maintains this straight
rise ujltil it almost rides on the rim. -.: ,.: ..

“The’’r,i:e of the air pressure’’i’n~the tire is most read-
ily portrayed’ by plotting tune ratio .of.press”ur,e rise AI?
to absol~tte inflation pressure ,~o in logari,thmi”c scale

(Figs. 2,against deflection A. 3,. and 4.) It is. seen
that the. cur.v[es(aside from,a few values,, especially by
small deflection) are fairly””straight, s0 t’ha’tre”preseilta-
tion by simpl,e exponential fu,nction is a,dmissi~le. As con-
cerns the dependence on the “chosen irlflatio-ri‘pr’essur+ it-

self , it wa’s”””found~that the””ratio A~ ~evi~t.es,Somewhat
Po

stron~ei at .v.ery low air ::pressure, whereas the .,testpoints,
at higher air pressure in the tire, are practically ‘cOiilci-
dent in one” single curve. It is noteworthy that here also
the balloon tire fits perfectly aliong the other tires.

Soile of the load absorption curves of the static tests
are reproduced in Figures 5, and 6. They manifest the well-
known slightly curved aspect. Belowthese curves is the ccz-
responding air pressure .in the tires. The damping obtained

under static load, defined as the ratio of –LL~5L–E2EK~X––
. ab,sorbed energy

during one load cycle averaged . .
.

“,.
9 per cei~t for the high-pressure tires, and

12 ‘1, II I! II low-pressure tires.

The curves”f:o’r-the other tires, being similar, were
omitted. .’:.”

,.,.,

Tile dynalriicte~ts yielded the following. .Even a drop
test from very low height already reveals a.gieat:er (al-
though not appreciable) energy absorption” than in the stat-
ic test. Increasing the height”of drop and chosing the.-
weight such a’s to approximately use up (to. about h =,0.7)
the “maximum elastic travel of the tire available during the
test results in a very unessential change in the load-tr”av-
,el.cu;rve previously recorded for low height of drop, sO.
.S”ong:as the pa.r.titular..heigi~tup to 1 m, or 4.5 m/s shock,.:
“rate i.“is not exceeded. Figure 7 sh”ows’the” load absorption..
of t’rie30’’,X’13! (762 X 330) American tire in drop “hammer
test ,at different shock rates plotted against ‘the elastic....
travel=’ ‘“’”““ ‘: “:’” .“ ‘ ““”’‘ ‘“” ..

,..:.-. -,,..;,.,...,,.,.. .,:...,
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.. . ...
DATA OF DROF TEST

.—————————.

Heisht of

drop -
-——-———————

0. cm

16.3 ‘t

49.7 11

68.2 ‘l

88.4 ‘t

.——————————

Heiglit of

drop

o c’m

44.3 II
●

,, -.—————————————————————-— ———_—___________

Inflation Pressu——————————————
Weight of hammer

_—————___———————

2,217 kg ,

1,343 11

734 ,.?’

_—————___————————

e Po = 1.25 atm. .,_ ,,,:.——————__—_—_ ~____
Rate Of drop when

Iiitt”in”g”- :——————————— —_ —______

0: m/s

?-1.8 11

-’3.1 “it

-3.7 “

-4.2 ‘1

——— ——— ——— ——— ——______
‘Inflation Pressure Po = 0.5 atm.——— —.———_— ——_— ————_-__—_— —___
Weight of,hammer

.1

Rate of drop wheil
hitting

—._________ —— —__ ———— —__ ——________
1,308 kg O m/s

. .

710 11 I 1..7 II

430 11 3.0 .!!

——————_—————— .-——_— ——— ———_— ——— ——— —______
cm X .3937 = in. ‘kg X 2.20462 = lb. m/s X 3.28083 = ft./see.

We only show the curves of the static loading and
those of the drop test from maximum hei”ght , and a few se-
lected data from the intermediate tests. It is seen that
within range of the employed shoclk rates , the load-travel
curves s-how a “discrepancy only under small deflections,
that is, they approach-in this ran~e at small shock rates,
the load-travel curve of the static test. The other tires
showed the same behavior, hence reproduction of the curves
is superfluous. The absorption of force under dynamic load-
iilG at shock rates up to 4.5 m/s was from 6 to 15 per cent
higher than under static loading, wherein the low figures
are for the high-pressure tireand the high figures for the
low-pressure tire with very low inflation pressure. The
discrepancy between the dynanic and the static damping is
minor, althouGh it is ordinarily a little higher in the dy-
namic test. As concerns the shock figures, the 810 X 125
and the 3011 X 1311 (’762 X 330) tire for example yielded the
figures appended in Table 11,
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TABLE IL. NUL3ER OP DROFS
. . . ,., ,,, ,,. ,.

I Height
Tire:,” of drop

““t
cIll

——— —.—---7 .—— ——— ——_— —-
., .,.,

10.1
810 X 125

14.7

15.6

3011 ~ 131! 14.0

(762X330)
I

15.7

-— ——————___
Fall ing
weight

kg--—.-———————.

’660

565

7’10

928

1,503

———————————.
Inflation
pressure

atril.———__——_——— .

3.0

4.6

0.5

0.75

1.5

“9

.——————————

Number of
drops

.——— —_—— —

16

20

14

“1:7

23

intended as an approxi-The quoted figures are merely
mate picture for the “two “tires und r approximately <dent ical
test conditions. A more searching investigatio~n withiil the
sco’pe of this report is superfluous because the influence
of t’he principal dimensions of t’he tire on the damping was
found to he inferior. Another, fact to be remembered is
that the dyilamic tes”ts had to be limited to the nonrolling
wheel , so that the plotted curves of the dynamic tests have
a more theoretical aspect. At the same time, no conclusions
should be drawn from the damping obtained by the static test
about the damping by rolling wheel.

2. DEFINITION Oij’POW~Ii ABSORBED

The loading experiments revealed, as “anticipated, that ‘
by selection of correct reference quantities, even the 10w-
pressure tires that differ so much in shape and inflation
pressure, align themselves consistently in their behavior“.~-nto the series of the other tires. Consequently it is
justified to deduce an approximation formula for computing
the load absorption of any tire based upon the experimental
results of the preceding chapter. .To define the elastic
properties of-&ii-ytif”e the-data for’the static load -a-bsOrp-
tion suffice for practical” cases. .With this information
the other values are readily estifiated on the basis of the
test tiata for ordinary airFlane tires. ~
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,.

a) Development Of Approximation
Formula for Load A’osoipt ion
.’

The pertinent test data necessary hereto are:

1. The increase in contact area must be sufficiently
proportionate to the tire deflection.

2. The rise of air pressure in the tire must be
sufficientl;r proportionate to the product of
absolute inflation pressure and square of tire
deflection.

3. The product of contact area and air pressure hy
given deflection must obtain to a sufficiently
accurate conclusion of the static vertical
loadingon the tire.

We legin with the contact areadepen.dent on the tire
deflection. Instead of the actual contact area, we deter-
iIlii2ethe area of” the approximated ellipse as shoan in Fig-
ure 8.

Assuming a certain deflection h < 0.5, and i?it~ the
fact in mind that

.:,’

we obtain

This approximation of area of contact by an ellipse
is v ery cr-~de for a large range Of the deflection. IrJfact,
it.loses all ~ractical significance as approximation v.rhen
A>o.s. Ellt t~lere ii one deflection he for” e3,Clitire
size, at whitih t-he area of eilipse I’e eqvals the act-oal
COiltaCt area I’, and to define it ~?e deter;,ine the are?. of
ellipse Fe for deflection k = 0.4 to L = G.65.

To facilitate the calculation of the ellipse -;:enut-.

~Le= U bz .. . ,,
,..,.

and plotted the value
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. .

}

1,

k=

in Figure 9 against the form ratio q for different values
-of t-i-re”deflection. h ..... .. .,

,.,
“.

The curves for Fe obtained on the basis of I’igure 9
ar”e shown in Figure 1; Then.the actual contact areas. were
approximated by straight lines and it was found that these
lines could be satisfactorily combined into one gror.p by a

●
sligi~t zero paint displacement for A = 0.03.

The intersection of the Fe with the F curve re-
veals deflection ke, i.e., that at which 1? equals Fel,
the contact area of the ellipse. Thus~i&ure 1 yields for
the actual area of contatit the following equation:

.,.

with FQ’I =ub 2 substituted for h = he and F = O for
.~~<~.olJ.o

And together with the terms that depend only on he
and’”thus on (p, the contact area finally becomes .

F=V(A.-0.03)b2. .

wherein the form coefficient
,,

was defined by experiment and plotted in Figure 10 a{;ainst
form ratio V.

NOW me examine the rise in air pressure. In Figures 2
to 4 the curves for the pressure rise, that is, the ratio

‘~ have been replaced by straight lines, the straight lines
50 ‘
of the approximation fairly representing the usual pressures
for the respective tire. This yields as approximation for
the pressure rise the equation .

!.
. ------ . “’”-””~”y’’~”~a. - - --

P()

The factor K denotes the pressure ratio A?? for

ideal deflection A = 1. Figure 11 shows .th.e’seyo(val.ues
.... .“

.. .“
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plotted against form ratio ””’r~.;’.“It results in a curve with
pronounced rise as cp diminishes. One featu’re”.of the dia-
gram is the marked rise of the air pressure in the low-
pressure tires, one of the chief arguments advanced in their
favor.

,. 0.,,

The air pressure at any, deflection is:
.

and the load absorption is approximately correct at

P= ~p 1?

~itt’~ect~rec~~~~~~ion”factor
for the influence of stiffness

~ With. zero stiffness, ~= 1, i.e. , the
contact p“ressure would be evenly distributed across the
whole coiltact area and would exactly correspond to ttie air
pressure at every point.

But in reality’, there is a certain stiffness,, which by ‘
low air pressure -especially is a-nticipative of greater load
absorption than corresponds to the product air pressure X
area of contact . It is seen that within ambit of the pres-
eilt approximation it suffices to show the correction factor
{ solely as function of the air pressure irithe tire. For
the discrepancies in stiffness from the point of view of
ch-osen tire wall thicknesses are, after all, not very es-
sential in a change from high to low pressure type. Sev-
eral experimentally defined ~ are shown in Figure 12,
plotted against the inflation pressure. To define these
values we substituted the measured values for different de-
flections in place of load. absorption, contact area and air
pressure, and formed an average value of ~ frr each load-
in~ experiment. The thus obtained ~ values were traced in
Fi&ure 12 and approximated by a curve. It is seen that for
pressures above 3 atm. the discrepancy of the load- assump-
tion from the product p F is only a few per cent and
wholly within the order of magnitude of mee.suring accuracy.
At pressures between 0.5 and 1 atm. oil the other hand,
the discrepancy already ranges between 10 to 20 per cent.
For PO=09 ~must=m, because of the existence of load
absorption due to tire stiffness, despite the a%sence of
inner ‘negat,ive.pressure.

At last the final approximation formula for load ab-
sorption reads

P = ~Vb2(po+’ ~oK~) ‘(~ - 0.03)

I
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,. ,. ....

wherein
,.. ,,. ,.,.. ,.. ,. . .

~ = f(po) to he taken from I?ig,ure12 . “
,,

v = f(~j ‘ “. ‘If i II If 10 .

~, = f(q) II It if.. II ““ II ..” 11
,, .. . . .,

., ’,’” :, ;,

An i,llustrat iye, ex&op’le of load absorption computed
a“cco”rding to this fo:rrnui”ais afforded i“n Tigure 13, which
“was“carried o“ut on ,a l;lOO’”X 2“20”t’ire, on “’thebasis ‘of”the
nominal sizes. ”and ,o’fthe’ permissible nlaximum’de’viatioils for
diarieter and ‘tire ‘w”idt’hconformably to the German tentative

,We i,ncluded two other, curves from’twb,stan’dard DIN ‘L19. ““’
different 1,100 ‘X 220 tires, for comparison. The hat~~led
zone corresponds to the change in load absorption already
possible by admissible diniei~sional deviations., Of course,
this 2one becomes smaller if the absolute elastic travel is
c~io,:en’as abscissa instea.dof the deflection..,,:

Iil order to facilitate tile determination of the eaergy
ab~orption of anj”~iven tire the approximation formula is
graphictilly shown in l’i~ure 14. It y’ields the static tire
loadiilg for any deflection A by given form ratik T , in-
flatiOil pressure p. aild tii=e width ‘o, so that the de-
sired load. absorption curve by eventual .iilterpolation for
intermediate inflation pressure tail be forthwith plOtte-d.

b) Limits of Approxi-mation Foriimla
for Absorption of”Eaergy, ,, ,,, ~

,.

Because of,the proportionality between area of contact
and deflection throughout the entire range,up to maximum
deflection
nroximation ’fhog~mula

stipulated in the development ‘of the ap-
the latter indicates unduly high’ val-

~es for the tire lo~d in vicin,ity of A= ~, especially
for tires ,with small form ratio $J, a fact which ‘must be
kept in mind when’determining the possible total energy ab-
sorption of the tires.

-.. . ,- .+ ,... ,.
The extent of the itifluence of the admissible devia-

tions of tires from the nominal sizes on tb.e amount of load
absorption is readily manifested by the calculated curves
of Figure 13. 3esides these deviations insize” there is
“the influe:nce’of tjle””t:ire:f”orin:itself, ‘as, fo”~””example, ““the

●
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amount of rim diameter with given tire diameter. The di-
rect influence of a larser rim diameter on the load absorp-
tio~i should not be very great. The absorption curve would
simply be bounded by a lower maximum deflection A.,,. On
the other hand, it should be remembered that a cha%,se in
rim diameter is nom and then bound Up with a material
change in availalle total air volume. To be sure, one mill
strive to maintain a sufficient air volume by appropriate
design of rim base, as in the case of “streamline tires.”
In aliy case, the application of tone approximation formula
to tires with markedly deviating rim shape should be accom-
panied “by a check Oil w’heth.erthe area of the tire inner
cross section (section of cylindrical air volume) referred
to tire width 1 is in approximate agreement with the cross-
sectioilal area of the examiaed conventional tires with flat-
base rim. Siilce the amount of air volume is decisive for
the rise in air pressure, marked deviations by moderate
changes in rim shape are not anticipated except with tires
of very low inflation pressure, where the rise in air pres-
sure exerts a marked effect on the absorption of eilergy.
As to the stiffness, no serious divergence from the computed
energy absorption curve is expected, unless the tire has es-
sentially stiffer walls, such as an especially heavy protec-
tive casing, for instance.

3. RISE IN ‘tiHE3LI’ORCE WHEN ROLLING OVER AN OBSTACLE

One decisive advantage of the low-pressure tire is its
excelleilt rolling qualities on uneven Zround. Now it be-
comes especially important to determine what definite quan-
tities of the airplane tires primarily influence these roll-
in~ characteristics . Such an investigation really should be
made on predicated assumptions of landing gear arrangement,
mass distribution etc. , although a few elementary experi-
inents suffice to give a qualitative picture of t-he condi-
tio~~s. Assume the airplane, fully loaded, rolls over per-
fectly level ground. Then the wheel center, uoves at con-
stant distance from the ground, “correspondin~ to tire de-
flection + fo,rce of tire an-d load on wheel are in equi-
li-briun. Now a roll over a small obstacle ulpsets this equi-
1ibr ium, in’ so far a.s the wheel force, due to the changed
contact area and tire deformation increases because of the
obstacle. The result of this iilcrcase is a fluctuation of
the airplane mass depend.i’cg on the softness of the tire and
on the shock absorber. Next assume that the airplane does

●
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not d.iver~:e-when passing “over t-he obs”tacle. Then the force
,of the wheel ,incr,e,ases,,,.,but only as affected by the tire
siie; tiliichis a specific property of the. tire. ,,There is
no doubt but that that tire is the best whic”h shows the
smallest increase in force in such a test, “%ec;use then no
marl.ce,ddi.st,urtiaricein rolling equilil)rium of tt.e free roll-
ing a%rplane’is .to be expected.

In or:der to”’simpl”ify”the experiment we static:.ly
te,st”edthe airplane wheel with different obstacle settin~s
um to Lr = 0..3. relative to ieve,l supporting surface, iil-
stead of nleasw’~.ingthe force with rolling wheel. (Loading
period about 2 minutes. ) As obstacle we used two, round
pieces of timbe’r’,20 and 40 mm high. Figure ,15 shows the
two tires, 810 X125 and’ 3011.X 1311 (762 X 3“30),in the large
obstacle test; Figure 16, divers areas. of cont&.ct of the
same tires at different settings o.f the large obstacle.

,.,
In this ob”stacle test we defiaed the ratio of the

wheel forc,e.::withobstacle (P),k and .wiil~out o-ostacle (Po)
for the same load deflection as ill.u.strated in Fi{;ures
17 and 18, .,,The experim”e”n:i,sr“e.,&~le.d.thatthe maximum in-
crease d~e;s.u.ot lie in t“he center. in these static tests
the wheel force increment is symmetrical to’ the center set-
tilig of the obstacle, whereas a certain unsymmetry is to be
expected in an actu.all,y ro,l,lin,g.w,,lee.1. Accordin2 to Figure
17, the increase in’’”tiheel‘florce is “not great with small ob-
stacles, although it amouilts to 15 per cent for tke 75G X
100 and the 810 X 125 tires.

.
With the 40 mm obstacle the discrepancies between the

individual tires however, became appreciable. The tire
with the smallest increase was the “1,300 X 300 one at”
p = atm. , followed by the “30!1:)(1311 (752 X 330) low-pres-.
sure tire with”almos’t the same increase. AS .tlietire ~id’ch
dir~inishes the rise in wheel force becomes markedly greater
and reaches more” than 50 pe””r“cent for the 760 X 100 tire
with 3 to 4 atm. inflatiOn pressure., A test with,tl > same
tire but inflated to 1 atm. even re{ealed a rise of over 60
per cent, which probably iS due to the already quite high
tire stiffness compared to the low inflation pressure.

One notable feature “isthe fact that the absolute
amount. of inflation pressufe’ilas no deci.s,iv.esignificance,
but rather that:itis: largely a“matjte~ qf’,the:ratio: of.:.:,:
height of obstacle: h to t$r$’,iv~dth”’b.:..In order to bring
this oV.t notie.’clearly, F“igure 19 “shows the maximum increase

*
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&in wheel force versus the ,. ratio for both obstacles and

all tires. Accord.in& to,th~ diagram the ~ ratio surpasses,.. P
all other influences to such an extent that the -~–~ val-

0
.ues could be approximated by a curve, notwithstanding the

~~differeilce of the tested tires in design, air pressure, etc.

The conclusions to be drawn therefrom are: First, de-
cide oilthe necessary rninimm elastic travel of the tire
for a specific unfavorable ground to insure acceptable roll-
ing over small obstacles. Then the oilly significance of the
inflation pressure is to insure a fitting co ordination of
the tire to the static wheel load for a’gj.ven elast5.c travel
(tire width) and a chosen form ratio cp (tire diameter).
Since iil small airnlailes it is imnossi’ble to obtain large———————————— ..———————————————————— .-—————————-.————..———— —
elastic travel exc~t .b~ low inflo.tlon v~essure,_—————__————___L ———— ——— _–____....-.._._l-.___l___ it forth-
with follows t-hat low-pressure tires should be used for--——.-——.-——.————————_.-——— ————————— .——.-————--———————————————
small airplailes. TO insure identically good qualities for—————— ..—— —————
lar~e airplanes, on the other hand, does not necessitate
such low inflation pressures. Rather the same good results
caj.1be ac-hieved with higher pressures, ‘,~heilproviding t-hat
the tire width is sufficiently large with respect to the
size of the obstacle.

4. FORTION OT TIRE ON SHOCK ABSORPTION OF AIRPLANE

In order to obtain a summary of the part played by the
tire in the total shock alsorptiou thus far, we show in I’ig-
u.i-e20 the total elastic travel, tire travel, and lastly
the elastic travel of the shock absorbers of various air-
planes with orthodox landing gears plotted against the wheel
load.. The figures present averages for high-pressure tires.

Whereas the scattering of the elastic travel- of the
tire with the given coordination of a certain tire to the
gross weight of t’ne airplane is small, that for the elastic
travel of the shock absorber is appreciable, since the lat-
ter is especially chosen by the designer according to air-
plane performance.

Aside from the elastic travel, whit’h already reveals a
definite picture of the share of the tire on the total shock
absorption, the portion of the tire owthe energy adsorp-
tiveness of the total absorption of shock is likewise of

*
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particular interest. This portion .is chief ly’dependeilt on
~’he character’ of the employ~d “&iock:”ab-&orpti6n m>chq>l’ism.,..

.,
The energy’ absorption: of””any shock absorber can be de-

fined by the introduction of a i-atio ~1 of the shock ab-
sorption diagram, that shows the” ratio of the total avail-
alle energy of, the, completely e~~,~nded shock absorber to
the maximum possible energy: maximum 10ad X maximum elas-
tic travel. An approximation of the tire portion on the
total shock absorption is the following:,.. ,..

–––AtE:..––=.,
Ag+A

~1
;-;-6:E;

T fg

This is on the assumption t~iat the tire reaches its
maximum travel at tile same time as the shoclk absorber does.
In these considerations the relative travel between wheel
aild airplane mass in direction of t-he wheel. load is always
to be used as basis of the elastic travel of the shock ab-
sorber. In’the event of any appreciable transmission -
mostly varying with the elastic travel - betweeil the travel
of the axi,s and that of the shock-absorber struts, the elas-
tic diagram of the shock absorber must be extrapolated to
the rrheel center. This is of -particular importance wheil de-
fining Tl”

Figure 21 shows the values for the energy absorptioii
quota determined on the basis of the middle curves of Fi2-
ure 20 and a mean ~ = 0,.41 for airplane tires; ‘rI varied
between 0.36 andO.45 in tile experiments. It is manifest
from Figures 20 and 21 that the quota of the tire on the
total elastic travel as on the”total energy absorption de-
creases as the mhe,el load diminishes with the conventioilal
high-pressure tires. So tile application of small elastic
travel on small airplanes is justified when taking into ac-
count the landing impact only and when assuming, at the
same time, that the small airplane ‘has a lower landing
spe’ed. This, however, is not always the case. Beside’s,
when considering the shape of the ground during rolling of
the airplane independent of” the airplane siz,e, and vhich
every airplane m.u,s,t..pas.s-ov-er,.the reducti~~ti,bf elas”tic
travel in small aircraft leads to inferior rolling charact-
eristics. Thus the study of the tire “’qUOt,a.on the total
shock absorption agaii~ reveals the urgent “necessity, for im-
proved small tires by iilcreased ela”sti’c’trav,el;:a“”need
tihi”ch”d”oesnot’ exi’st so far as the lar~e tires are coilcerned.
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,

The whole’ analysis of the elastic properties therefore
makes it appear desirable to establish tire series, he-
gillr.ingwith small wheels with low-~ressure tires and ap-
proximately terminating with increasing wheel size in the
high-pressure tire series.

,,

FACTORS AFFECTING TIP.E DIMENS1ONS

Before proposing a standard series of tires for air-
plaile wileels, based mainly on the information in the pre-
ceding chapters, we touch upon several problems, which like-
wise exert sor~e influence on the size .of the tire. ??orenost
among these is the resistance to rolling.

1. GROUND ??RESSUR3 AND RESISTANCE

The development of the low-pressure tires resulted in
markedly lower inflation pressures and tilrough it, in ground
pressure, which can be put as being about equal to the in-
flation Fressure. NOT the question arises whether such ex-
tended “drop in inflation pressure with respect to the roll-
ing resistance becomes of such decisive importance, tlt~$t

the choice of inflatioil pressure is not amenable to satis-
factory definition from the points of view advanced in the
preceding chapter.

Besides, in t’ne problem of rolling resistance of an
airplaile tire, we must differential between’s number of fun-
damentally different cases: On verY hard, leve~_&ZQUgq
(concrete taxiway for instailce) the k~leading losses of the
tire are decisive for the rollin”g resistance. High infla-
tion pressure and large diameter ‘are necessary to lower the
resistance. Trom this poiilt of view the high-pressure tire
is superior”to the low-pressure type.

On very hard but hump~ g~ound (hard frozen ground—..-.-——_———_2——————_— ———.
with surface very rough) the-coilclusiolls as to rollins re-
sistance are similar as for the load ahsorgtion when roll-
ing over an o’bstacle. (Page 14. ) The rolling resistance
i-scut down %y a tire of great widtba. The only relative
importance of t’he inf,latio:npressure is to coordinate a
tire with a definite max”iinum elastic tra~el t“o a given” wheel
load. The grwund pressure as absolute value is secondary..... .,.,.;,.’”:’”..
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. . . . ... , .

The more the tire gives’, ‘the smaller t-he tire diameter may
be.,,.

.,’ .,
. Oilvery soft ground—————— —————— ————— the rolli”n~ resistance is not Oil.lY
dependent on.the tire charq’cteristics ; oil the contro.ry,
t“here is an added resistance,.due to .sinkins even if the
grouild is perfectly level,. :Iilthis case the illflat~.01~pres-
sure,. that is, the ground pre?sure, is of. absolute impor-
tance. ...:

.... . ,,..
The extremely’low inflation pressures as already em-,

ployed for small low-pressure tires, still .ii~sure.s~.feroll-
ing on very soft, sumpy or saildy ground. But these ce.ses
must be loolked upon a.s out of the ordinary, beceuse On nor-
mal airports. and emergency landing ,fields, the experiences
of many years with the convent~opal ,,tires have,shovn t’hat
inflation pressures, i.e., ground. pressures as high as 3 to
4 atm. are permissible with appropriate tire dimensions.

From the experiences at iland..the followin& conclusions
as to c’hoice “of tire dimer.sions can: be dravii. The Si.!alleSt
possible tires are desirable. Reduction of the hitherto
large diameter of high-pressure tires ~.~l~stbe absolutely
accompanied by lo’rer inflation pressure, So as not to iil-
crea.se the rolling resistailce on normal landin~ field
ground. The hounds nithin which to Froceed are the old
type high-pressure tires on one hand, and the attested Good-
year low-pressure tires with lor inflation pressure and
small diameter on. the other.

As to the air resistance, it is pointed om.t tha.; cor;l-
parative flight tests with the nonstreamlined wheels
30il X 13!1.(762 X 330) low pressure and the 81CJ X 125 hi~h.
pressure which have about the sa~ilewheel load, were sli@tly
in favor of .t’hehigh-press~~re tires. Besides, it s~~ould be
remembered $hat with well streamlined landing vheels the re-
sistance of the high-”pressure tired ~i”neelis appreciably
less. The development of fast airplanes therei’ore md:es en-
tirely new demands on wheel design and .ti.r&.s,so that for
the present at:lea,st, it is impossible to pred.~.ct ~~li~tthe
final shape Of tires actually mill ‘De for higil speed air-
craft . But at the same time it is very ap~~royriate to ana-
lyze the experiences gained u-p to novr ~itli hi~li and ,1OW

pressure tires, an,d to set up, if at all possible, one ,sta,w
dar.d t,i”reseries in order to remove the confusion existiq”~
-amon~ the: ,use,rsof a,irplane..,ti,r:es... .,, ., ..~~“.,,
:,.
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2. WHEEL LOAD AND LOAD DE3’LECTION

The coordination tif the static wheel load”to any par-
ticular size tire is”’best”accomplished by using tile static
deflection ~r, called load deflection, occurring under
this bheel load. Sometimes the deflection is ref.erred to
tire height above rim edge instead of to tire width. We
intentiofially preferred the latter because it alone repre-
sents a typical value from the point of view of shock ab-
sorption. To characterize the height above the rim edge it
also requires the amount of maximum deflection h which
simultaneously comprises the utilizable elastic t~~vel of
the tire.

The ,choice of permissible load ”deflection in airplane
tires is primarily contj.ilgent upon the following: moderate
kneading deformation of tire by smooth rolling over level
ground, ample clearance betueen rim and ground for rolling
over obstacles, and lastly, a certain accord between the
elastic properties of the tire and those of the landing gear
shock absorber. In addition to this, the impact factors by
definite energy absorption must be reconciled.

The permissible load deflection in automobile tires is
small, averaging Ar = 0,15,.’although originally it was
quite small in airplane tires also, (Ar = o.15too.2)o
3ut in recent timi:s it was coilsistently ilicreased,. while
the inflation pressure was reduced, until today it amounts
to Ar = 0.3, or even more in some cases. The probable rea-
son for this is the gradual hrea?caway from the typical auto-
mobile tire design, with the result that problems of knead-
in~ deformation with respect to the demand for a soft elas-
tic adaptable tire were pushed in the background. An exam-
ple of tire deformation under different deflections is
given in Figure 22 for the 30il X 131! (’762 X 330) low-pres-
sure tire and the 810 X 125 high-pressure tire. Then rid-

int; on’the rim (~g = 0.72) the low-pressuret ire manifests
a sharply defined fold in the casing. )?or full utilization
of the energy absorption of such a tire it is advised not
to lower the form ratio and the rim diameter to the extreme-
ly low’ figures shown for this tire.

The maximum deflection, so importailt for the reconcil-
iation of the tire with the landin~ gear s’neck absorber,
r~.nged between ~g = 0.7 to 0.83 in the examined tires.
The lowest figures belong to the tires with small for.n ra-
tio. However, this is i~ot the general rule, but rather the
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lTofi‘%hen we””considerresult of the. chosen rim dimensions.
the total energy absorption up,to riding oii the rim as,,
available, the ratio of the then a~pearing maxi.mum”energy
to the simple static Wheel load yields the safe impact f’ac-
tor of the tire. The te~ts..conc,eded impact fact:r n=5
to 6 relative to a wheel ltiad corresponding to
and n = 3 to 4 relative to a wheel load correspon ~i;g”;~
&= 0;3. Admittedly it is desirable to have. a.,higher im-
pact factor for the. tire tlian for the shock absorber, to.,
prevent the former from ~iding on the rim before the shock
absorber attains to its full absorption of energy. On the
other hand, an unduly high, tire impact factor neither pre-
sents any advantage because it does not permit full utili-
zation of .tll,e,,,tir,evolume. The conventional airplane shock
a’osorlers today have a safe impact factor ranging betweeil
2.5 and,3.5,’ so a tire impact factor of from 3 to 4 should
be just q~out sufficient, “i.e. a load deflection of ~r =
0.3 and A maximum deflection

——..——————..————————— ..
~g,>0.7 can be used as b;”~is——_,.-————______________ _______ ———-——.———— .-————————————

for the dimensioning of a standard tire series..-—.———_—— ___________ ___ __._________________———_

Local hitting of the rim,. dreaded so much with automo-
bile tires need not be feared in the airple,ne tire, even
with kr = 0.3 provided wide widths are, used for small tires
also’.

‘3* INSTALLATION Ol? BRA.KE “

,,. : ..

Of influence on the tire dimensions, aild tlie rim diam-
eter in particular, is ,th”e“question ‘as to whether the brake
c,an be’ conveniently housed in the ‘wheel. Determinative for
the dimension are the mechanical aid the thermal stresses”
of the brake.

Mechanical stresses;- According “to flight experiences————___— ___________
and measurements a brake decelerating force of around 30
per Cent of the gross weight of the a:irplane is amply &uf-
ficient “to,effect a short landing run and acceptable steeri-
ng brake. (Reference 1.) Thus the braking’ force per ..
wlieel is assumed at

. .

P~ = 0.3 Pr

T“his formula jields accordiilg ‘co.the roll radius .of:the
tire~” the’h’rakin~ torque to be sli~pliedby the braking,ar-
rangement of the wheel,
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Thermal stress es.- The thermal stress of the %rake_—— ———.-—-——— —..—
lining can be expressed” as the braking power per 1 cm2 “of
braking area. The max”imurnunit brake power is

Referring the brake’ power to the brake drum radius in-
stead of to tll”eroll radius of the tire, yields as second
relation per unit brake power of the brake lining:

..,””

N’=p, qvT
,..,.

wherein ~ = mean fri’ction coefficient of brake lining,
VT = rubbing speed on brake drum and q = mean su,rface
pressure of lining. How high one may go in the choice of
unit brake power, depends on the cooling characteristics of
the brake, its location with respect to the tire and the
heat characteristics of the brake bands’. With 1,300 X 300
cast elektron airplane wheels we o.,btai:ned..Rnitbrake power
up to 45 mkg/s cm2 (2,100 ft.lb/Se’c., Sq.i:n.,)with standard
brake hands without excessive heat in.brake wheel or damage
to “rake lining. In contrast to that the braking area .of
the 301~ X 1311 (762 X 330) Goodyear low-pressure wheels was
so large that not even 10 mkg/s cm2 (466.6 ft.lb/sec. sq, in.)
could be reached in normally braked landings.

Verification on arbitrarily chosen tire dimensions as
to the possibility of housing the brake is limited to a
verification of the rim diameter, with certain premises for
brake drum width and utilization of brake drum area. The
braking area is expressed by the total enveloping surface
of the brake drum:

3 is a degree of utilization of the available brake drum
area. In t-ivo-shoe brakes for instance, 6 = 0.4 to 0.5,
aild in three-shoe brakes 6 = 0.6 to 0.8. In addition,
brake drum width bT is referred to the diameter, thus:

bT = CDT

In internal exvandiag brakes c ordinarily amounts to
0.1 to 0.15. For t~.~eh71b brake of thetested 301! X 13’!
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(752 X 330) Goodyear low-pressure tire this figure was
,>. -~= l.~, Writing the-values----for F+D in the equation for

unit brake power we finally “obtain

N = ––..%”
10.58 c DT2

and for the brake drum diameter:

i

Prv
————.———.

‘T = 10.5 & c N

These equations are used in the following section, oil
page 25 to estimate the brake drum diameter.

4. WEIGHT PROBLEMS

The most difficult factor involved when enlarging the
tire volume, is undoubtedly the minimum structural weight
of the wheel. Reduction in rim diameter ~ermits the design
of a compact, solid wheel body. As concerns the tires it
is to be noted that any essential increase in volume is
followed ky a much lower air pressure. This fact should he
considered in tire dimeilsions. The weig?.t of the tire in
large volume tires is decisive for the weight of ‘the whole
-rheel, and it is ur~ently requested that the designers of
airplaile tires leave no stone unturned to produce a light
yet dura”ole tire series. Fatigue tests on light tires re-
veal the limit very readily. Any estimate of the weight
especially of small tires with large air volume shoul,d bear
in mind the saving on additional shock absorption attain-
able by correct utiliza~ion of the elastic travel of the
tire. A comparison of wheel weights alone therefore re-
veals quite often a misleading picture.

),,

ii; “ —



TABLE III. PROPOSED ST’ANWMRDTIRE SEIIIESYJITWGRADED IiiFLATIONPRESSUT~FOR AIRPLANEWHEELS
.— ———

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8’

m! 5’70x220 650x250 760x280 8’~Ox300
.—

Tire Size
1000x32O 1150x340 1300x350 1400~360

in. 22xE1.5 26X1O 3c)~ll 24x12 40x12.5 45i13.5 51X14 55X14
—. . — .———. . . . .—-... - .-. .——

Wheel load kg to 400 400-600 600-100010CIO-16OO1600-24002400-35003500-4’7004700-6000
Inflation
nressure PO ~tm..to0.65 0.5-0.8 0.6-1.1 G*~_l.~ 1.25-2.0 1.7-2.5 2.2-3.0 2.8-3.6
Form ratio ‘p- 2.6 2.6 2.7 ,2.9 3.1 3.4 3.7 3.s
Elastic travel
under static,
v{heelload
fr mm

Maximm elas-
tic tr.~,vel
fg ml
Rim diameter
3F mm
l!~i~th~i rim
wall b! mm
Height of
tire bead h mm

I?rakedrv-m
diameter~ mm

Brake drum
widt’h bT mm
Unit brake mkf—,
power I? s cm~

kg x2.20462= lb.

66 75 E4 90 0-.9 102 105

150 175 i95 215 2s0 250 260

190 215 275 245 420 515 640

180 200 220 230 23o 230 230

22 23 24 26 28 29 30

150 175 220 280 330 420 500

45 50 60 70 75 ?5 80

16 19 20 22 f 26 31 32

mm x .0393’7=in. mkg/s cm2x 46.6644= ft.lh./sec.sq.in.

108

270

710

230

32

570

90

32

0
w
UY
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~. .PROPOSE.D NEW ,TIRE SERIES TOR AI RPL.AHE 17KEELS.......... ... .,
m. ,.. , .....’ ,..,.,,, .

.,. . . .. . . .,

1.

i
., .,.,.

~. Cn the basis of “tl-i’e”foregoing ve have worked ‘LIPa pro-
1:

‘4
posed n,ew tire s,eri.es..which, as standard series, is to Com-

$
!,, bine’ the ad~ail.ta’ges”‘of both the low-pressure and of the
!t ,,.,.,,. .,. . .,
:; hig~-press,u,r,et.ire.s.:,,,fi~Gure23 shows the over-all dimen-’”
,/ si,ons,.of t~iq proposed ktandard. series, along ~~it=nt-he dCa’ta

for tire cross section, ”’..rm,m,aild brake drum. T’;e ,princ ipal
dimcnsio~is along with ot”her related data are a~~;endet ill,,

i Ta.blue3.
..; ,,

.. .,.
1
I A few explanations follow: The establishment Of ne~

tire series should be. r.es,tricte,dto as few sizes as possi-
ble. Eight tires. should lie suffici~nt ,for t’~e range, of
wheel loads existing in airplane design. Tor small air-
planes a still smaller tire is,probably suitable.

In setting up the series the fact was kept in mind
that tile,chief -purpose of the tire is to overcol~e obstacles
on the ground. TO this end ail elastic travel of f . = 200
to 250 mm is recommended. Unfortuaa. tely however, i%’ is not
possible to attain to a minimum of 200 mm travel for’ t’he
small airml~ne, because it would riea,nunduly “larke ~ire
voluue wit-n respect to the airplane size. For” that rcas~n
the maximum elastic travel of tile smallest tire was ‘put at
fg = 150 mm.

As form ratio ~ tie chose a stage between 2.6 ‘for tile
smallest tire, and 3.9 for t-he lar{$est. For very l.ar~e
high-pressure tires a v = 4:has $Yoved very acceg,tahle.
As lorer”lj.mit @ = 2.2 has already >een obtained, ht. this
fi~tlre appears unduly ’”lou,f’rorn.’t~e“point o~ view Of iiafa+or-
able tire de forma tions”un”der” l“ar~e deflection and’ the very
small rim diameters. As “mini~un. we chose .9 ,=”z.~> ~e+~use
rolliilg circle diameters still occ-~r, which permit safe
landiilg with. bursted tire, even in cases “,7here,the pilot is
ignora-nt of ,it.

For the coordination of the, Wheel lo.a’da ~r = 0.3
load, deflection was chosen. (9ee”,page 20;) The assu.~”ed
,,~~.eelloads, which permit a favorahie cooidiilatjon to the

. usual gross y.e-i.ghtsof.modern airpla.ne,s,..tll,e’:o.rm,.ta,tio V
.rield fo”rt-nTTit-fi.,t-he.grading o“f the,,.~n-and “deflection ,Ar” “d

ner pressure ‘p. on the basis of the analysis expoulldedin
section on page 9. It is advisable not to raise the pres-
sure much above 3.5 atm. eve-n for large vheels, in order to
avoid tpo. much gr,ound ~~ressure when the ground is ~so~t. If

I
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the ground iS very soft, as “on”certain commercial air lines,
the design of oversize tires with low inflation pressures
for the same rims might be advisable.

The cited rim and brake drum dimensions are merely
aids for the estimation of.the tire series without serving
as absolute prototype. The rim diameter mas chosen on the
basis of the usual figures of today (see fig. 24) and spe-
cifically with a view to bra’ke installation, but at the
same time small enough so that the maximum possible tire
deflection affords at least )Lg=o.7, to ‘insure full use
of the tire volume.

The demands on the brake are high, because in spite of
the chosen large rim diameters the spat’e for the brake drum
and mounting of the brake mechanism is very restricted. As
a result, only suc’h ~rakes come into question which permit
the use of the greatest possible portion of the brake drum
areca. In order to facilitate the estimation of the braking
effect, we included in Table III the unit brake power of the
brake linings for the cilosen drum dimensions, which were
c013puted for a rolling speed of 20 m/s by first full bralz-
in~ effect and a 8 = 0.7 degree of utilization of the brake
drum (corresponding approximately to a three-shoe brake).
The unit brake power”with the small tire, whose wheel body
is especially small, and does not evacuate the heat readily,
be~ins with a low figure and rises to figures, for large
tires which are well within control with light metal vheels.

The hub dimensions in Figure 23 are merely intended to
make the comparison of the tire series with the conventional
high-pressure tires easier, and. should in no way be con-
strued as pattern for the design of wheel hubs. The hub
dimensions correspond to the conventioilal coordination of
toda,y to the wheel load of German high-pressure wheels.

The grading of the proposed standard series becomes
readily manifest from Figures 25 and 26, while Figure 27
shows the maximum elastic travel of the proposed series
along with several others. The old high-pressure tires
yield.”a slightly ‘curved rise “in available elastic travel
under increasing wheel load. The more recently proposed
low-pressure tire series with 0.5 to 1.5 atm. inflation
pressure admittedly proffer a decided improvement in tire
travel, but they leave untouched the very marked difference
in absolute elastic travel between s.mali and large wheels,
which is in no wise justified for the rolling. The primary
purpose of the.tire is “cushioning in rollingfl and not
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“cushioning of landing shock.” The energy of one single
severe landing shock can be better absorbed i.e. ,

,.
with

greater damping, much less expenditure of weight and air
resistance by a modern shock absorbing strut than is pos-
sible by a very large size tire. In accordailce with this
it is attempted with the standard series to utilize the
“advantages accruing from the low-pressure tire for small
airplanes, but by a gradual change in dimensions and cor-
responding grading of inflation pressur’e to attain to light,
large tires with relatively small air volume and low air
resistance,

PROSR3CTS

It is impossible to bring all the tire qualities that
have some bearing on its practical use within exact mathe-
matical treatment. It was not the object of this work to
simply compute the best design shape. Comprorilises must be
made . The -primary motive of this analysis of tire sizes
was rather to bring the discussion low-pressure versus high-
-pressure tires to a uniform basis and to find a way tc
judge tires of any size for airplane wheels. It is hoped
that the questions touched upon here will stimulate dis-
cussion and comment. In particular, the experience of the
different countries that have been engaged in the develop-
ment of tire series for airplane wheels, should prove very
interesting. It wov.ld be very gratifying, ind.eed, if the
discussion would ultimately lead to an international stan-
dard for tire sizes and wheel hubs. ●

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figs.26,27
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Fig.27 Maximum elastic travel of tire versus static
. wheel load for different tire series.
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